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This is a comprehensive manual which provides a quick reference for veterinary surgeons and students as well as being an invaluable addition to the bookshelves of amateur and professional horse owners alike. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Tony Pavord specializes in the competition vetting, selection, training and breeding of endurance sport horses. He heads the squad which trains the endurance horses of the King of Bahrain. Tony lives in France. Marcy Pavord was a freelance equestrian writer and regular contributor to Horse & Hound and an expert in the care and training of endurance horses.

An amazing book, i got mine USED and it looked almost new! the pictures are a little graphic, but hay its about horse care and horses while are big and strong animals they tend to be like a vase, fragile and delicate. i learned A LOT that i didn't know and how to treat it, it will sound silly but when i go to the barn i keep it in the pocket behind my passenger seat just in case i pull a horse to ride or to even put away after riding and see that something looks off. last thing i want is a lame or really sick horse and have no info on the matter. I recommend this book to ANYONE and EVERYONE that is interested in owning or already owning their own mount.

I have many vet books and this ones is my favorite. The pictures always help. I love this book! I am a horse care provider at my barn and folks ask me questions and I now can lets take a look at my
book. Of course we do contact the vet number one when needed. But the book it so helpful! Thank you so much for having this available.

It was more than I expected for information. It has already been helpful to help diagnose something my horse has had for a long time, but did not know it was something that needed immediate attention. Thank You, D. Trevillyan

This book has everything from treating topical injuries to helping your horse through colic. There’s so much info in the book, and it is put into an easy-to-read format in my opinion. This also came in the mail quickly. GREAT BUY!

As described and on time!

Bought this for my daughter as she is studying to be a vet. She seems to like it and uses it often.

This is a very informative book that has gotten my 12 year old to finally enjoy reading! She has learned so much and takes this book with her everywhere!

Love this book. Refer to it often
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